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In the paper, the question of stability of the locally optimal solution for Boolean optimization problems is 
researched. The same question for ε-approximate solution is considered in [1], using the approach proposed in [2, 3]. 
As is known [4, 5], the most part of discrete optimization problems belongs to the class of NP-complete problems, 
therefore local search methods are often used to solve such problems. 

I.  Let nB be a set of all Boolean vectors ),,( 1 nxxx ⋅⋅⋅= ; },,1,,0:),,({ 1 niRcccccR iin
n ⋅⋅⋅=∈≥⋅⋅⋅==+  

Let us consider the problem: 
  ,,min 〉〈 xc  (1)
 .Xx ∈  (2)

where nRc ∈  is a given vector, nBX ⊂  is a nonempty set of admissible solutions, ⋅〉〈⋅;  is a scalar product of 

vectors. Problem (1)-(2) always has the solution: 
 〉〈=〉〈∈

∈

∗∗ xcxcXx
Xx

,min,: . 

Let us explain the function of neighbourhood XXN 2: →  for each Xx ∈ . The function compares each 
admissible solution to the set of solutions neighboured in certain sense [4]. We call the set )(xN a neighbourhood of 

admissible solutions x  in the set X . 
II. Let Xx N ∈  be an admissible solution of problem (1)-(2). 
Definition 1. We call an admissible solution Xx N ∈  locally optimal solution of problem (1)-(2) with respect to 

the function N if 〉〈≤〉〈 ycxc N ,,  for each ).(xNy ∈  

Definition 2. We call a set of vectors, nRc ∈  for which Nx  is locally optimal solution of the problem (1)-(2) 

with respect to the function N, a stability domain of the solution Nx  and denote it ).( NxF  

Proposition 1. )( NxF is a closed convex cone. 
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lokalurad optimaluri amonaxsnis mdgradobis
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bulis optimizaciis amocanebisaTvis SemoRebulia lokalurad optimaluri amonaxsnis
mdgradobis simravlis cneba, Seswavlilia misi Tvisebebi. miRebulia mdgradobis radiusis
gamosaTvleli formula.

 Definition 3. Let 0≥δ . The problem  
 ,,min 〉+〈 xbc  
 Xx ∈ , 
where ,|||| δ<b   .||max||||

,...,1 ini
bb

=
=  

We call the problem (1)-(2) δ-perturbed. 
Definition 4. A locally optimal solution is called δ-stable if it is a locally optimal solution of any δ-perturbed 

problem. 
Definition 5. A closed kernel )(cSρ with centre )( NxFc∈  and radius ρ is called a kernel of stability of a 

locally optimal solution Nx   if 
 )()( nn xFRcS ⊂+Iρ , 

and maximal value of  radius ρ of the stability kernel is called stability radius and is denoted by ),( cx Nρ . 

Theorem. The following formula 
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is valid. 
III. Finally,  let us make some remarks. 
1. Formula (3) is valid when Nx  is the only locally optimal solution in the set N(x); 
2. When XxN =)( , formula (3) allows us to calculate a stability radius of the optimal ∗x  solution; 
3. The principle of construction of )(xN can be various and often depends on the type of the concrete problem.

Therefore, completeness of calculation of the stability radius by formula (3) depends on the power of the set )(xN ; 

4. The equality 0),( =cx Nρ  means that there exist certain directions in the area nR along which changes of 

values of the vector C causes a loss of solution property, in particular, Nx will not be locally optimal. 
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